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hello. i am using publisher 2.0.7 and i have a
question. i have created my flipbooks and the
sound is playing just fine. i uploaded my
flipbook to my computer and try to play it on
the web and it is not playing at all. i mean, the
audio file is on my computer, but when i play it
on the website, it does not play. i try many
other websites, but it does not work. do you
have any idea why this happens? thank you!
shreya dhanwani hello! i am building a flipbook
with publisher and when i try to play it with or
without internet connection, it only plays the
first page of the book. do you have any idea
why? thank you! shreya dhanwani to give you a
very quick introduction, we would like to
mention that you can use our print-ready files
to create flipbooks for yourself. in order to do
so, you need to create a free account at
www.flip.com. in addition, you need to create a
free account at www.com/publisher. i’m happy
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to let you know that we now offer full version of
the flippingbook publisher. this allows you to
create an unlimited number of flipbooks from
your personal computer. the only thing you
need to do is to host the flipbooks on your
website. you can do so by using an unlimited,
free cloud hosting provider such as google docs
or dropbox. the full-screen flipbook
automatically opens to page 1. you can add
your logo and company information, or your
website address to the cover of the book. the
sample page below shows how to add a logo
and a link to a web page to the cover. to add a
link to your own web page, visit your website
and click the link on the page that you want to
add a link to.
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